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SUMMARY 
 
This working paper gives an overview of the cryptographic details of the 
existing ATN application security solution. 
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1 Introduction 
 
At the Naples meeting of the security subgroup (WG1/SG2) of the Aeronautical 
Telecommunications Network Panel (ATNP), the group selected a solution for securing 
Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN) applications which employ the upper 
layer communications service. The group subsequently agreed to revise the security 
solution to support ground-initiated security exchanges (e.g., use of CM-Update) at a 
joint meeting with WG3/SG3 in Toulouse. 
 
This document describes the cryptographic details of the selected solution. Its aims are to 
allow members of the subgroup to review the solution and check if they are happy with it, 
to facilitate expert analysis of the solution, and to serve as a reference during ongoing 
development of detailed specifications based on the solution. 
 
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview 
of the solution. Section 3 specifies the cryptographic details of the solution. Section 4 is a 
summary. Section 5 lists the references cited in the document. 
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2 Overview of Application Security Solution 
 
A little background on the ATN application architecture is necessary to understand the 
ATN application security solution. There are a number of different applications in the 
ATN which use the upper layer communications service - CMA, CPDLC, and FIS are 
examples. In the air, each of these applications are run by each aircraft. On the ground, 
CMA is run on a nationwide or regionwide basis. We refer to the area served by a single 
ground CMA as a CM domain. On the ground, other applications such as CPDLC and 
FIS are run at one or more locations within each CM domain. 
 
Air-ground application communications: The primary purpose of application security 
in the ATN is to ensure the authenticity of important interdomain air-ground 
communications. When required this is basically achieved as follows. When an aircraft 
begins a flight or enters a new CM domain, it performs a secure CM-logon or initial CM-
update protocol with the ground CMA. CM-logon is an air-initiated protocol which is 
used to setup communications with the first CM domain the aircraft enters, and which 
may also be used to setup communications with second and subsequent CM domains. 
Initial CM-update is a ground-initiated protocol which may be used instead of CM-logon 
to setup communications with second and subsequent CM domains. CM-logon and initial 
CM-update both consist of an authenticated key establishment protocol carried out by the 
aircraft CMA and the ground CMA. These protocols are based on the elliptic curve 
Diffie-Hellman protocol. These protocols confirm the identities of the communicating 
parties. They also establish a session key, which will be used to authenticate CMA 
dialogues while the aircraft is in the CM domain, and a shared public value which will be 
used to help secure other applications while the aircraft is in the CM domain. The session 
key and shared public value will be used for the duration of the CMA session until the 
association expires or the aircraft leaves the CM domain or the aircraft or ground CMA 
explicitly ends the session for some other reason. The session key and shared public 
value may therefore be used to secure a number of application dialogues. 
 
CMA messages that are exchanged during the CMA session after CM-logon or initial 
CM-update are secured using the MAC scheme HMAC under the session key established 
during CM-logon or initial CM-update to ensure their authenticity.1 
 
Subsequent to CM-logon or initial CM-update, when another application like CPDLC is 
invoked during the CMA session, both the ground CPDLC and the aircraft CPDLC 
compute a session key which they will use to secure communications. This session key is 
calculated from the aircraft key pair, the ground CPDLC key pair, and the shared public 
value established during CM-logon or initial CM-update. CPDLC messages that are 
exchanged are then secured using the MAC scheme HMAC under this session key to 
ensure their authenticity. 
 

                                                 
1 Note that using a single session key to secure a number of CMA dialogues between an aircraft CMA and 
a ground CMA may be problematic since it requires the session key to be stored, however this seems 
preferable to performing a bandwidth intensive session key establishment per dialogue. 
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Ground-ground application communications: An additional purpose of application 
security in the ATN is to secure important interdomain ground-ground communications 
(such as CM-forward and CPDLC-forward). When required this is basically achieved as 
follows. Each time a ground application sends a message to another ground application, 
they sign the message using the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm or ECDSA. A 
time field is included in the message in order to guarantee its freshness.2 
 
In order to operate this application security solution, each aircraft and each ground 
application must be provisioned with the requisite elliptic curve key pairs, and a Public 
Key Infrastructure or PKI must to put in place to distribute public keys. 
 
The selection of this solution was motivated by the following considerations. The 
international nature of the ATN and the number of distinct entities in the ATN make use 
of public-key cryptography appealing in order to facilitate effective key management. 
The limited bandwidth available for air-ground communications in the ATN make use of 
a hybrid public-key and symmetric cryptography approach appealing in this case. Elliptic 
curve cryptography was selected as the public-key technology since it consumes minimal 
bandwidth among internationally standardized public-key technologies. HMAC was 
selected as the symmetric technology since it is an efficient, internationally standardized 
algorithm. An additional feature of the solution is the use of the shared public value 
established during CM-logon or initial CM-update in session key calculation. This feature 
allows applications to rely only on static elliptic curve key agreement keys so that 
bandwidth is minimized, while ensuring that session keys are unique to a particular CMA 
session. 
 
The application security solution is based on the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm 
which is specified in the international standards ISO/IEC 15946-2 [11], and IEEE P1363 
[6], as well as the US standard ANSI X9.62 [1], and the industry standard SEC 1[15]. It 
is also based on the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman protocol which is specified in the 
international standards ISO/IEC 11770-3 [10], ISO/IEC 15946-3 [12], and IEEE-P1363 
[6], as well as the US standard ANSI X9.63 [2], and the industry standard SEC 1 [15]. It 
also utilizes the HMAC MAC scheme which is specified in the international standard 
IETF RFC 2104 [8], as well as the US standard ANSI X9.71 [3], and the X.509 
certificate and CRL formats which are described in the international standards ISO 9594-
8 [9] and IETF PKIX [7]. 
 

                                                 
2 The secuirty solution for ground-ground application communications is considerably more 
straightforward than the solution for air-ground coomunications. This is a result of the need to minimize the 
bandwidth used by air-ground communications. 
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3 Cryptographic Details of Application Security Solution 
 
This section describes the cryptographic details of the ATN application security solution. 
Section 3.1 lists the notation used to describe the solution, Section 3.2 describes the setup 
process that must be carried out in order to use the solution, and Section 3.3 discusses the 
messaging involved in the operation of the solution.  
 
Within this section, the term entity is used to describe a complete end system application. 
No distinction is made here between the application user, application ASE, and 
supporting dialogue service. The necessary distinctions will be made in the appropriate 
SARPs. 
 
3.1 Notation 
 
The following notation is used to describe the application security solution throughout the 
remainder of this paper. 
 
⇒ indicates messages being transferred between two entities. 
|| denotes a canonical encoding such as concatenation or ASN.1 canonical 

PER. Thus X || Y denotes the bit string which results when the bit strings X 
and Y are encoded. 

Cert denotes a public key certificate. 
CA denotes the identity of a Certificate Authority. 
Count denotes a 16-bit unsigned counter value. 
d denotes an elliptic curve private key. 
KDF denotes the key derivation function based on SHA-1 specified in ANSI 

X9.63 [2]. 
G denotes an elliptic curve base point associated with some elliptic curve 

domain parameters. 
H denotes the hash function SHA-1. 
MAC denotes the HMAC scheme using the hash function SHA-1 with 80-bit 

keys and 32-bit tags as specified in IETF RFC 2104 [8].3 
MacKey denotes a MAC session key which is used by the HMAC scheme to 

authenticate messages. 
Q = dG denotes an elliptic curve public key. 
Rand denotes a random challenge which is a 32-bit random bit string. 
Sign denotes the ECDSA signature scheme. 
T denotes some elliptic curve domain parameters. 
Time denotes a time field.4 
U denotes the identity of an aircraft CMA entity. 

                                                 
3 Note that HMAC is employed using 80-bit keys and 32-bit tags. 80-bit keys ensure that it should take an 
adversary 280 operations to achieve universal forgery enabling her to forge the tag on any message. 32-bit 
tags ensure that the chances of an adversary instead simply guessing the tag on a single message are 2-32. 
4 Note that ‘time field’ is used instead of ‘time stamp’ to avoid confusion. ‘Time stamp’ is frequently used 
in cryptography to refer to something completely different – namely a signature based service provided by 
a trusted third party to testify to the timeliness of a document. 
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V denotes the identity of a ground CMA entity. 
W denotes the identity of a ground application entity other than CMA. 
X denotes a shared public value. X is used as a key derivation parameter 

during the calculation of session keys.5 
Y denotes the identity of an aircraft application entity other than CMA. 
Z denotes a shared secret value. 
 
Subscript notation is used to indicate the association of a value to a particular entity, or to 
indicate the use of a value. For example: 
 
ds,U denotes the static (long-lived) elliptic curve key agreement private key 

owned by the aircraft CMA entity U. 
dsig,V denotes the elliptic curve signing private key owned by the ground CMA 

entity V. 
Gstan denotes the elliptic curve base point associated with the standard strength 

elliptic curve domain parameters Tstan. 
MacKeyU,V denotes a MAC session key shared by the aircraft CMA entity U and the 

ground CMA entity V. 
Qs,U denotes the static elliptic curve key agreement public key owned by the 

aircraft CMA entity U. Since aircraft use the standard strength elliptic 
curve domain parameters Tstan for key agreement, Qs,U = ds,UGstan. 

Qsig,CA denotes the elliptic curve signing public key owned by the Certificate 
Authority CA. Since Certificate Authorities use the CA strength elliptic 
curve domain parameters Tcert, Qsig,CA = dsig,CAGcert. 

RandV denotes a random challenge chosen by the ground CMA entity V. 
XU,V denotes a public value shared by the aircraft CMA entity U and the ground 

CMA entity V. 
Tstan denotes the standard strength elliptic curve domain parameters used by 

ATN entities during the operation of the application security solution for 
key agreement and signing. 

Tcert denotes the CA strength elliptic curve domain parameters used by ATN 
Certificate Authorities during the operation of the application security 
solution to sign certificates and CRLs. 

TimeV denotes a time field generated by the ground CMA entity V. 
 
Some notation may have additional qualifiers. For example: 
 
Cert(U,Qs,U) denotes a public key certificate binding the aircraft CMA entity U and its 

static key agreement public key Qs,U. 
KDF(Z; 80; SharedInfo) denotes keying data of length 80 bits derived using the key 

derivation function based on SHA-1 from the shared secret value Z and 
some other shared data SharedInfo. 

H(M) denotes the SHA-1 hash value corresponding to the message M. 

                                                 
5 Note that X does not need to remain secret. 
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MAC(MacKeyU,V; M) denotes the MAC computed on the message M using HMAC with 
SHA-1 under the MAC session key MacKeyU,V shared by the aircraft 
CMA entity U and the ground CMA entity V. 

Sign(dsig,U; M) denotes a signature computed on the message M using ECDSA under the 
elliptic curve signing private key dsig,U. 

 
3.2 Solution Setup 
 
This section describes the actions each entity needs to take in preparation to utilize the 
ATN application security solution. Further details can be found in [5]. 
 
3.2.1 System-wide Setup 
 
There are two aspects of system-wide setup: naming and elliptic curve domain parameter 
selection. 
 
Naming – unique names must be assigned to each entity in the ATN application 
architecture including aircraft applications, ground applications, and Certificate 
Authorities to enable the operation of the ATN PKI. AE-titles will be used for this 
purpose by aircraft and ground applications. X.501 distinguished names will be used for 
this purpose by Certificate Authorities. 
 
Parameter selection - elliptic curve domain parameters must be chosen for use system-
wide to enable the efficient operation of elliptic curve cryptography within the ATN. 
Initially two sets of elliptic curve domain parameters will be selected and published in the 
ATN SARPs standards: a set of standard strength parameters Tstan which are used by 
aircraft and ground applications with ECDSA to sign various messages, and by aircraft 
and ground applications with the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key agreement scheme to 
derive application session keys; and a set of CA strength parameters Tcert which are used 
by CAs with the ECDSA signature scheme to sign certificates and CRLs. These sets of 
parameters are detailed in [4]. These sets of parameters will require periodic review to 
determine if they must be upgraded in light of computational or mathematical advances. 
Use by the ATN of a PKI based on X.509 certificate and CRL formats will enable 
relatively straightforward upgrade of parameters should this event arise.6 
 
3.2.2 Aircraft CMA Setup 
 
There are three aspects of aircraft CMA entity setup for aircraft requiring support for 
secure interdomain air-ground communications: key pair selection, public key 
certification, and CA public key installation. 
 
Key pair selection - an aircraft CMA entity U must select two elliptic curve key pairs – a 
static key agreement key pair consisting of a private key ds,U and the corresponding 

                                                 
6 Note that the use of fixed parameters means that compromise of these parameters sets would have severe 
consequences. This is considered justified by the bandwidth savings the fixed parameter sets provide and 
by the relative ease of parameter rollover supplied by the use of generic X.509 certificates. 
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public key Qs,U = ds,UGstan for use by all airbourne applications with the elliptic curve 
Diffie-Hellman scheme, and a signing key pair consisting of a private key dsig,U and the 
corresponding public key Qsig,U = dsig,UGstan for use by the airbourne CMA with the 
ECDSA signature scheme. 
 
Public key certification – the aircraft CMA entity U must get its key agreement public 
key Qs,U and its signing public key Qsig,U certified by its Aircraft Operating Entity 
Certificate Authority. Separate public key certificates will be issued for key agreement 
keys and signing keys. Cert (U, Qs,U) will denote the public key certificate binding the 
aircraft CMA entity U and its key agreement public key, and Cert (U, Qsig,U) will denote 
the public key certificate binding the aircraft CMA entity U and its signing public key. 
The aircraft’s certificates are stored on the ground and made available to ground 
application entities via a Certificate Delivery Service. 
 
CA public key installation - the aircraft entity U must obtain the signing public key of its 
State Certificate Authority. The aircraft will use this public key to help it obtain authentic 
copies of the ground CMA entity’s public keys during CM-logon and initial CM-update. 
 
3.2.3 Ground CMA Setup 
 
There are three aspects of ground CMA entity setup for ground CM domains requiring 
support for secure interdomain communications: key pair selection, public key 
certification, and CA public key installation. 
 
Key pair selection - the ground CMA entity V must select two elliptic curve key pairs – a 
key agreement key pair consisting of a private key ds,V and the corresponding public key 
Qs,V = ds,VGstan for its use to help secure air-ground communications with the elliptic 
curve Diffie-Hellman scheme, and a signing key pair consisting of a private key dsig,V and 
the corresponding public key Qsig,V = dsig,VGstan for its use to help secure air-ground and 
ground-ground communications with the ECDSA signature scheme. 
 
Public key certification – the ground CMA entity V must get its key agreement public key 
Qs,V and its signing public key Qsig,V certified by its State Certificate Authority. Cert (V, 
Qs,V) will denote the public key certificate binding the ground CMA entity V and its key 
agreement public key, and Cert (V, Qsig,V) will denote the public key certificate binding 
the ground CMA entity V and its signing public key. The ground CMA entity’s signature 
key certificate is stored on the ground and made available to ground application entities 
via a Certificate Delivery Service. The ground CMA’s key agreement key certificate is 
stored on the ground and made available to the ground CMA entity via a Certificate 
Delivery Service. 
 
CA public key installation - the ground CMA entity V must obtain the signing public key 
of its State Certificate Authority. It will use this public key to obtain authentic copies of 
aircraft CMA entities’ public keys and ground application entities’ public keys.7 
                                                 
7 Note – The CM-ground-user and CM Security ASO both need to obtain their State Certificate Authority’s 
signing public key. 
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3.2.4 Other Ground Application Setup 
 
There are three aspects of ground application entity setup for applications other than 
CMA requiring support for secure interdomain communications: key pair selection, 
public key certification, and CA public key installation. 
 
Key pair selection - the ground application entity W must select two elliptic curve key 
pairs – a key agreement key pair consisting of a private key ds,W and the corresponding 
public key Qs,W = ds,WGstan for its use to help secure air-ground communications with the 
elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman scheme8, and a signing key pair consisting of a private key 
dsig,W and the corresponding public key Qsig,W = dsig,WGstan for its use to help secure 
ground-ground communications with the ECDSA signature scheme. 
 
Public key certification – the ground application entity W must get its key agreement 
public key Qs,W and its signing public key Qsig,W certified by its State Certificate 
Authority. Cert (W, Qs,W) will denote the public key certificate binding the ground 
application entity W and its key agreement public key, and Cert (W, Qsig,W) will denote 
the public key certificate binding the ground application entity W and its signing public 
key. The ground application entity’s certificates are stored on the ground and made 
available to ground application entities via a Certificate Delivery Service. 
 
CA public key installation - the ground application entity W must obtain the signing 
public key of its State Certificate Authority. It will use this public key to obtain authentic 
copies of ground application entities’ public keys and aircraft CMA entities’ public keys. 
 
3.2.5 PKI Setup 
 
Operation of PKIs is a complex business. In the ATN each State and each Aircraft 
Operating Entity will assign an entity to act as its Certificate Authority and issue 
certificates (and corresponding CRLs) to the entities within its jurisdiction, as well as 
cross-certify other Certificate Authorities. Each State will also put in place a Certificate 
Delivery Service to deliver certificates and CRLs to the ground application entities within 
its State. The setup and operation of the ATN PKI is described in detail in [5]. 
 
3.3 Solution Operation 
 
This section describes the actions and messaging involved in the operation of the ATN 
application security solution. 
 

                                                 
8 Note: ground application entities within a CM domain for a particular application such as CPDLC may 
either all have different key agreement key pairs or may all share one key pair. Having different key pairs is 
more secure since it does not require the privatekey to be distributed and minimizes the effect of 
compromise. Having a shared key pair is less secure but more efficient since aircraft do not have to obtain 
multiple key pairs. Ground CMA entities will indicate to aircraft whether keys are shared or different 
during CM-logon or CM-update. 
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Section 3.3.1 describes the details of how interdomain air-ground communications are 
secured, and Section 3.3.2 addresses interdomain ground-ground communications. 
 
3.3.1 Secure Air-Ground Communications 
 
This section describes how air-ground communications are secured. 
 
The solution proceeds as follows. First the aircraft CMA entity initiates a CMA session 
with a ground CMA entity by performing CM-logon or initial CM-update with the 
ground CMA entity. CM-logon is an air-initiated protocol which is used to setup 
communications with the first CM domain the aircraft enters, and which may also be 
used to setup communications with second and subsequent CM domains. Initial CM-
update is a ground-initiated protocol which may be used instead of CM-logon to setup 
communications with second and subsequent CM domains. Then later in the CMA 
session, the aircraft entity communicates with ground application entities within the CM 
domain. CM-logon or initial CM-update with the ground CMA entity must be performed 
prior to secure communication with ground applications within the ground CMA entity’s 
CM domain because session keys for applications are derived using information 
established by the CMA entities during CM-logon or initial CM-update. 
 
The remainder of this section describes the details of this process. Section 3.3.1.1 
describes the details of how CM-logon and subsequent CMA communications occur 
within a CM domain, Section 3.3.1.2 describes the details of how initial CM-update used 
as the first CMA communication between an aircraft and a CM domain and subsequent 
CMA communications occur within a CM domain, and Section 3.3.1.3 describes the 
details of air-ground communication for other applications (e.g., CPDLC, ADS, FIS). 
 
3.3.1.1 CM-logon and Subsequent CMA Communications within a CM Domain 
 
This section describes how the initial CMA exchange and subsequent CMA 
communications occur within a CM domain when CM-logon is used for the initial CMA 
exchange. 
 
The operation of CM-logon and subsequent air-ground application communications is 
illustrated by a block diagram in Figure 1. The left hand side of the figure illustrates the 
CM-logon procedure that an aircraft CMA entity U performs when it enters the CM 
domain of the ground CMA entity V, while the right hand side illustrates an example of 
the subsequent invocation during the CMA session of an application like CPDLC 
between the aircraft CPDLC entity Y and a ground CPDLC entity W within the CM 
domain of V. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of CM-logon and subsequent application communications 
 
The aircraft CMA entity initiates secure communication with a CM domain using CM-
logon as follows. 
 
1. The aircraft CMA entity forms a CM-logon request message Data1 consisting of 

some login data including an indication that it is requesting a secure connection, 
its identity U, the ground CMA entity’s identity V, a time field TimeU, and a field 
Applications containing a list of which air-ground applications it may wish to 
invoke. It signs Data1 using ECDSA under its private signing key dsig,U: 

 
sU = Sign (dsig,U; Data1) 
 

The aircraft CMA entity sends the CM-logon request message along with sU to 
the ground CMA. The aircraft CMA entity retains its signature sU for use later. 
 
The signature on this message confirms the identity of the aircraft CMA to the 
ground CMA. Inclusion of TimeU in the message ensures that it is fresh, while 
inclusion of U and V confirms the intended source and recipient. The aircraft 
CMA must sign this message rather than MACing it under a session key because 
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it does not yet possess the ground CMA entity’s public key and is therefore not 
yet able to compute the session key. 
 
This calculation employs the ECDSA signing transformation specified in Section 
5.9.1 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

2. The ground CMA entity receives the CM-logon request message along with sU 
and sees that the message requests a secure connection. It recovers from the 
message the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U, its identity V, the time field TimeU, 
and the application list. The ground CMA entity then retrieves certificate paths 
from the public key of its State CA to the aircraft CMA entity U’s public keys 
along with the associated CRLs, and certificate paths from the public key of its 
State CA to the appropriate ground application entities’ key agreement public 
keys along with the associated CRLs using its Certificate Delivery Service. It 
checks the certificate paths and CRLs using its copy of its State CA’s public key.9 
It retrieves the aircraft CMA entity’s public signing key Qsig,U from its signature 
key certificate. It verifies the received signature sU is a valid ECDSA signature on 
Data1 using Qsig,U, and it verifies that V is correct and TimeU corresponds with the 
current time.10 If all these checks are successful, the ground CMA entity accepts 
the aircraft CMA entity’s login request. 

 
These calculations employ the ECDSA verifying transformation as specified in 
Section 5.9.2 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
3. The ground CMA entity calculates a shared public value XU,V which will be sent 

to other application entities in the CM domain and used to ensure that the 
application entities use session keys which are unique to this CMA session. To do 
this it first retrieves the aircraft CMA entity’s key agreement key Qs,U from its key 
agreement key certificate. Then it calculates the shared secret value ZU,V from the 
x-coordinate of the point ds,VQs,U using its private key agreement key ds,V as 
specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. Then it selects a 32-bit random challenge RandV. 
Finally it computes the 80-bit XU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from ZU,V, the single octet 0016, sU, and RandV as: 

 
XU,V = KDF (ZU,V; 80; 0016 || sU || RandV) 

 
Inclusion of sU and RandV in the generation of XU,V ensures that XU,V is unique to 
this CMA session while inclusion of the octet 0016 ensures that XU,V is distinct 
from the session key MacKeyU,V computed later on. 
 
This calculation employs the static unified model key agreement scheme specified 
in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

                                                 
9 Note that the ground CMA entity may cache the public certificates and CRLs for the duration of their 
validity periods to minimze its workload. 
10 Note that the ground CMA entity may optionally cache sU and use it to check that CM-logon requests are 
not replayed even during a single time period. 
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4. The ground CMA entity next calculates the CMA session key MacKeyU,V. To do 

this it computes the 80-bit MacKeyU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from the shared secret value ZU,V, the single octet 0116, the 
shared public value XU,V, the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-
title), and the ground CMA entity identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-title) as: 

 
MacKeyU,V = KDF ( ZU,V; 80; 0116 || XU,V || U || V) 
 

Including XU,V in the key derivation process ensures the session key MacKeyU,V is 
unique to this CMA session. Including the single octet 0116 ensures the session 
key MacKeyU,V is distinct from the shared public value XU,V computed earlier. 
Finally including U and V ensures that the session key is specific to a CMA 
session between U and V. 
 
This calculation also employs the static unified model key agreement scheme 
specified in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

5. The ground CMA entity forms a CM-logon response message Data2 including an 
indication that it has accepted the aircraft CMA entity’s request for a secure 
connection, the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-title), the 
ground CMA entity’s identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-title), the ground CMA entity’s 
random challenge RandV, and ground application entity identities and public keys 
for the applications that the aircraft entity supports along with indications of 
whether the public keys for these applications are shared by all application 
locations within the CM domain. It calculates the tag on its identity V, the aircraft 
CMA entity’s identity U, a sixteen bit unsigned counter value CountV,U which is 
initially 000116, Data2 and sU using HMAC under the CMA session key 
MacKeyU,V as: 

 
MAC (MacKeyU,V; V || U || CountV,U || Data2 || sU) 
 

The ground CMA entity sends the CM-logon response Data2 along with a 
certificate path from the aircraft’s State CA’s public key to its key agreement 
public key and the tag to the aircraft entity. 
 
The tag on this message confirms the identity of the ground CMA entity to the 
aircraft CMA entity. Inclusion of the ‘random challenge’ sU in the MAC ensures 
that the response is fresh, inclusion of the ground CMA entity’s identity V and the 
aircraft CMA entity’s identity U confirms the intended source and recipient, 
inclusion of the ground CMA entity’s random challenge RandV enables the 
aircraft CMA entity to compute the shared public value XU,V, inclusion of the 
ground application entity identities and public keys the aircraft CMA entity 
requested transfers these keys securely to the aircraft CMA entity, inclusion of 
indications whether the keys are shared or not allows the aircraft to determine 
which keys to use for ground applications, and inclusion of the counter prevents 
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replay of messages secured under MacKeyU,V. The ground CMA entity MACs the 
response message instead of signing it to save bandwidth.11 
 

6. The aircraft CMA entity receives the CM-logon response along with the tag and 
certificate path, and sees that the message accepts a secure connection. It recovers 
from the CM-logon response the ground CMA entity’s identity V, it’s identity U, 
the application entities’ public keys, and the random challenge RandV. It checks 
the certificate path using its copy of its State CA’s public key. It checks the 
received copy of its identity U is correct. It retrieves the ground CMA entity’s 
public key agreement key Qs,V from its certificate. 

 
The aircraft CMA entity then calculates the shared public value XU,V which will 
be sent to other applications invoked during this CMA session and used to ensure 
that the applications use session keys which are unique to this CMA session. To 
do this it calculates the shared secret value ZU,V from the x-coordinate of the point 
ds,UQs,V using its private key agreement key ds,U as specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
Then it computes the 80-bit XU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from ZU,V, the single octet 0016, sU, and the received RandV as: 

 
XU,V = KDF (ZU,V; 80; 0016 || sU || RandV) 

 
The mathematical properties of elliptic curves ensure that the value of ZU,V 
computed by the aircraft CMA entity is the same as the value of ZU,V computed 
earlier by the ground CMA entity (and hence the value XU,V is also the same). 
 
This calculation employs the ECDSA verification transformation specified in 
Section 5.9.2 and the static unified model key agreement scheme specified in 
Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
7. The aircraft CMA entity next calculates the CMA session key MacKeyU,V. To do 

this it computes the 80-bit MacKeyU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from the shared secret value ZU,V, the single octet 0116, the 
shared public value XU,V, the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-
title), and the ground CMA entity’s identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-title) as: 

 
MacKeyU,V = KDF ( ZU,V; 80; 0116 || XU,V || U || V) 

 
Again the mathematical properties of elliptic curves ensure that the value of 
MacKeyU,V computed by the aircraft CMA entity is the same as the value of 
MacKeyU,V computed earlier by the ground CMA entity. 
 

                                                 
11 Note that CountV,U is incremented each time a message is sent from V to U authenticated under 
MacKeyU,V. CountV,U must therefore be maintained across CMA dialogues within a CMA session along 
with MacKeyU,V. CountV,U may either be sent along with secured messages, or may be inferred from 
previous communications. Inference of CountV,U is preferred in the connection-oriented case in order to 
save bandwidth. 
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This calculation also employs the static unified model key agreement scheme 
specified in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

 
8. Finally the aircraft CMA entity reconstructs V || U || CountV,U || Data2 || sU and 

checks the tag it received is valid using HMAC with SHA-1 under the session key 
MacKeyU,V. If this check is successful, the aircraft CMA entity accepts the ground 
CMA entity’s login response and concludes that the CM-logon security check has 
been successful. 

 
The CM-logon procedure above achieves a number of cryptographic objectives – it 
achieves mutual entity authentication of the aircraft CMA entity to the ground CMA 
entity and the ground CMA entity to the aircraft CMA entity, it establishes a session key 
MacKeyU,V shared by the ground CMA entity and the aircraft CMA entity which can be 
used to secure subsequent CMA related communications, and it establishes a public value 
XU,V shared by the ground CMA entity and the aircraft CMA entity which can be used to 
ensure that session keys for other applications are unique to this CMA session. The 
procedure in addition communicates ground application entity public keys in an authentic 
manner to the aircraft entity.12 
 
The CM-logon procedure is based on three widely standardized cryptographic 
techniques: the ECDSA signature scheme which is specified in the international 
standards ISO/IEC 15946-2 [11] and IEEE P1363 [6], the US standard ANSI X9.62 [1], 
and the industry standard SEC 1 [15]; the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key agreement 
scheme which is specified in the international standards ISO/IEC 11770-3 [10], ISO/IEC 
15946-3 [12], and IEEE P1363 [6], the US standard ANSI X9.63 [2], and the industry 
standard SEC 1 [15]; and the HMAC scheme which is specified in the international 
standard IETF RFC 2104 [8], and the US standard ANSI X9.71 [3]. The ECDSA 
signature scheme is also expected to be endorsed by NIST as a US government federal 
standard in the near future. 
 
Subsequent to CM-logon when the ground CMA entity and the aircraft CMA entity wish 
to exchange a data item Data3, such as a request for additional application entity public 
keys, the sender, say V, authenticates the data item by MACing it using the CMA session 
key MacKeyU,V established during CM-logon as follows: 

 
MAC ( MacKeyU,V; V || U || CountV,U || Data3 ) 
 

V is the sender’s identity and U is the recipient’s identity. Inclusion of U and V enables 
detection of attacks in which an adversary bounces a data item sent by the aircraft or 
ground back to its sender. CountV,U is a 16-bit counter indicating the number of data items 
sent over the RF channel by its sender secured under MacKeyU,V during this CMA 

                                                 
12 Note that it is not ideal from a security point of view to have the ground CMA verify the certificates of 
other ground applications within its domain for the aircraft since this increases the amount of trust the 
aircraft places in the ground CMA. However this property fits well with the role of the CMA and is 
essential in order to achieve bandwidth efficient air-ground communications security. 
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session. Inclusion of CountV,U enables detection of attacks in which an adversary replays 
a previously sent data item.13 
 
The data item Data3 is then sent over the RF channel along with the MAC value 
calculated on it.14 This ensures the authenticity of Data3. 
 
This CMA communication procedure is based on the HMAC scheme which is specified 
in the international standard IETF RFC 2104 [8], and the US standard ANSI X9.71 [3]. 
 
3.3.1.2 Initial CM-Update and Subsequent CMA Communications within a CM 

Domain 
 
This section describes how the initial CMA exchange and subsequent CMA 
communications occur within a CM domain when CM-update is used for the initial CMA 
exchange. 
 
The operation of initial CM-update and subsequent air-ground application 
communications is illustrated by a block diagram in Figure 2. The left hand side of the 
figure illustrates the initial CM-update procedure that an aircraft CMA entity U performs 
when it enters the CM domain of the ground CMA entity V, while the right hand side 
illustrates an example of the subsequent invocation during the CMA session of an 
application like CPDLC between the aircraft CPDLC entity Y and a ground CPDLC 
entity W within the CM domain of V. 

                                                 
13 Note that when U is the sender a different counter CountU,V is used. 
14 Note that as before CountV,U may either be sent along with secured messages, or may be inferred from 
previous communications. Inference of CountV,U is preferred in the connection-oriented case in order to 
save bandwidth. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of initial CM-update and subsequent application 
communications 

 
The aircraft CMA entity initiates secure communication with a CM domain using initial 
CM-update as follows. 
 
1. The ground CMA entity V receives from another ground CMA entity an 

indication that the aircraft CMA entity U is entering V’s CM domain along with a 
list of the air-ground applications that the aircraft may wish to invoke. 

 
2. The ground CMA entity V then retrieves certificate paths from the public key of 

its State CA to the aircraft CMA entity U’s public keys along with the associated 
CRLs, and certificate paths from the public key of its State CA to the appropriate 
ground application entities’ key agreement public keys along with the associated 
CRLs using its Certificate Delivery Service. It checks the certificate paths and 
CRLs using its copy of its State CA’s public key.15 

 

                                                 
15 As before, these certificates and CRLs may be cached for the duration of their validity periods in order to 
improve efficiency. 
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3. The ground CMA entity forms a CM-update request message Data1 consisting of 
some update data including an indication that it is requesting a secure connection, 
its identity V, the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U, a time field TimeV, and ground 
application entities’ identities and public keys for the applications that the aircraft 
supports along with indications of whether the public keys for these applications 
are shared by all application locations within the CM domain. It signs Data1 using 
ECDSA under its private signing key dsig,V: 

 
sV = Sign (dsig,V; Data1) 
 

The ground CMA entity sends the CM-update request message along with sV and 
certificate paths from the aircraft’s State CA’s public key to the ground CMA 
entity’s signing and key agreement public keys to the aircraft CMA. The ground 
CMA entity retains its signature sV for use later. 
 
The signature on this message confirms the identity of the ground CMA to the 
aircraft CMA. Inclusion of TimeV in the message ensures that it is fresh, while 
inclusion of V and U confirms the intended source and recipient. Inclusion of the 
ground application entities’ identities and public keys the aircraft wants to 
communicate with transfers these keys securely to the aircraft CMA entity, and 
inclusion of indications whether the keys are shared or not allows the aircraft to 
determine which keys to use for ground applications. The ground CMA must sign 
this message rather than MACing it under a session key because it does not yet 
possess the aircraft CMA entity’s random challenge and is therefore not yet able 
to compute the session key. 
 
This calculation employs the ECDSA signing transformation specified in Section 
5.9.1 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

4. The aircraft CMA entity receives the CM-update request message along with sV 
and sees that the message requests a secure connection. It recovers from the 
message the ground CMA entity’s identity V, its identity U, the time field TimeV, 
the application entities’ identities and public keys, and the certificate paths. It 
checks the certificate paths using its copy of its State CA’s public key. It retrieves 
the ground CMA entity’s public signing key Qsig,V from its signature key 
certificate. It verifies the received signature sV is a valid ECDSA signature on 
Data1 using Qsig,V, and it verifies that U is correct and TimeV corresponds with the 
current time. (Note that the aircraft CMA entity may optionally cache sV and use it 
to check that initial CM-update requests are not replayed even during a single 
time period.) If all these checks are successful, the aircraft CMA entity accepts 
the ground CMA entity’s update request. 

 
These calculations employ the ECDSA verifying transformation as specified in 
Section 5.9.2 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
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5. The aircraft CMA entity calculates a shared public value XU,V which will be sent 
to other application entities in the aircraft and used to ensure that the application 
entities use session keys which are unique to this CMA session. To do this it first 
retrieves the ground CMA entity’s key agreement key Qs,V from its key agreement 
key certificate. Then it calculates the shared secret value ZU,V from the x-
coordinate of the point ds,UQs,V using its private key agreement key ds,U as 
specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. Then it selects a 32-bit random challenge RandU. 
Finally it computes the 80-bit XU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from ZU,V, the single octet 0016, sV, and RandU as: 

 
XU,V = KDF (ZU,V; 80; 0016 || sV || RandU) 

 
Inclusion of sV and RandU in the generation of XU,V ensures that XU,V is unique to 
this CMA session while inclusion of the octet 0016 ensures that XU,V is distinct 
from the session key MacKeyU,V computed later on. 
 
This calculation employs the static unified model key agreement scheme specified 
in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
6. The aircraft CMA entity next calculates the CMA session key MacKeyU,V. To do 

this it computes the 80-bit MacKeyU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from the shared secret value ZU,V, the single octet 0116, the 
shared public value XU,V, the ground CMA entity’s identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-
title), and the aircraft CMA entity identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-title) as: 

 
MacKeyU,V = KDF ( ZU,V; 80; 0116 || XU,V || U || V) 
 

Including XU,V in the key derivation process ensures the session key MacKeyU,V is 
unique to this CMA session. Including the single octet 0116 ensures the session 
key MacKeyU,V is distinct from the shared public value XU,V computed earlier. 
Finally including U and V ensures that the session key is specific to a CMA 
session between U and V. 
 
This calculation also employs the static unified model key agreement scheme 
specified in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

7. The aircraft CMA entity forms an initial CM-update response message Data2 
including an indication that it has accepted the ground CMA entity’s request for a 
secure connection, the ground CMA entity’s identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-title), the 
aircraft CMA entity’s identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-title), and the aircraft CMA 
entity’s random challenge RandU. It calculates the tag on its identity U, the 
ground CMA entity’s identity V, a sixteen bit unsigned counter value CountU,V 
which is initially 000116, Data2 and sV using HMAC under the CMA session key 
MacKeyU,V as: 

 
MAC (MacKeyU,V; U || V || CountU,V || Data2 || sV) 
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The aircraft CMA entity sends the initial CM-update response Data2 along with 
the tag to the ground CMA entity. 
 
The tag on this message confirms the identity of the aircraft CMA entity to the 
ground CMA entity. Inclusion of the ‘random challenge’ sV in the MAC ensures 
that the response is fresh, inclusion of the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U and the 
ground CMA entity’s identity V confirms the intended source and recipient, 
inclusion of the aircraft CMA entity’s random challenge RandU enables the 
ground CMA entity to compute the shared public value XU,V, and inclusion of the 
counter prevents replay of messages secured under MacKeyU,V. The aircraft CMA 
entity MACs the response message instead of signing it to save bandwidth.16 
 

8. The ground CMA entity receives the initial CM-update response along with the 
tag, and sees that the message accepts a secure connection (meaning that the 
aircraft CMA has agreed not perform secure logon, not that the dialogue will 
necessarily be maintained). It recovers from the CM-update response the aircraft 
CMA entity’s identity U, it’s identity V, and the random challenge RandU. It 
checks the received copy of its identity V is correct. It retrieves the aircraft CMA 
entity’s public key agreement key Qs,U from its certificate. 

 
The ground CMA entity then calculates the shared public value XU,V which will be 
sent to other applications within its CM domain invoked during this CMA session 
and used to ensure that the applications use session keys which are unique to this 
CMA session. To do this it calculates the shared secret value ZU,V from the x-
coordinate of the point ds,VQs,U using its private key agreement key ds,V as 
specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. Then it computes the 80-bit XU,V using the SHA-1 
based ANSI X9.63 key derivation function from ZU,V, the single octet 0016, sV, and 
the received RandU as: 

 
XU,V = KDF (ZU,V; 80; 0016 || sV || RandU) 

 
The mathematical properties of elliptic curves ensure that the value of ZU,V 
computed by the ground CMA entity is the same as the value of ZU,V computed 
earlier by the aircraft CMA entity (and hence the value XU,V is also the same). 
 
This calculation employs the ECDSA verification transformation specified in 
Section 5.9.2 and the static unified model key agreement scheme specified in 
Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 

                                                 
16 Note that CountU,V is incremented each time a message is sent from U to V authenticated under 
MacKeyU,V. CountU,V must therefore be maintained across CMA dialogues within a CMA session along 
with MacKeyU,V. CountU,V may either be sent along with secured messages, or may be inferred from 
previous communications. Inference of CountU,V is preferred in the connection-oriented case in order to 
save bandwidth. 
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9. The ground CMA entity next calculates the CMA session key MacKeyU,V. To do 
this it computes the 80-bit MacKeyU,V using the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key 
derivation function from the shared secret value ZU,V, the single octet 0116, the 
shared public value XU,V, the ground CMA entity’s identity V (i.e., V’s CM AE-
title), and the aircraft CMA entity’s identity U (i.e., U’s CM AE-title) as: 

 
MacKeyU,V = KDF ( ZU,V; 80; 0116 || XU,V || U || V) 

 
Again the mathematical properties of elliptic curves ensure that the value of 
MacKeyU,V computed by the ground CMA entity is the same as the value of 
MacKeyU,V computed earlier by the aircraft CMA entity. 
 
This calculation also employs the static unified model key agreement scheme 
specified in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
10. Finally the ground CMA entity reconstructs U || V || CountU,V || Data2 || sV and 

checks the tag it received is valid using HMAC with SHA-1 under the session key 
MacKeyU,V. If this check is successful, the ground CMA entity accepts the aircraft 
CMA entity’s update response and concludes that the initial CM-update security 
check has been successful. 

 
The initial CM-update procedure above is a ground-initiated version of the CM-logon 
procedure described in the previous section. It achieves the same cryptographic goals 
using the same cryptographic primitives. 
 
Subsequent to initial CM-update when the ground CMA entity and the aircraft CMA 
entity wish to exchange a data item Data3, such as a request for additional application 
entity public keys, the sender, say V, authenticates the data item by MACing it using the 
CMA session key MacKeyU,V established during initial CM-update as follows: 

 
MAC ( MacKeyU,V; V || U || CountV,U || Data3 ) 
 

V is the sender’s identity and U is the intended receiver’s identity. Inclusion of V and U 
enables detection of attacks in which an adversary bounces a data item sent by the aircraft 
or ground back to its sender. CountV,U is a 16-bit counter indicating the number of data 
items sent over the RF channel by its sender secured under MacKeyU,V during this CMA 
session. Inclusion of CountV,U enables detection of attacks in which an adversary replays 
a previously sent data item.17 
 
The data item Data3 is then sent over the RF channel along with the MAC value 
calculated on it18. This ensures the authenticity of Data3. 
 

                                                 
17 Note that when U is the sender the other counter CountU,V is used. 
18 As before, the value CountV,U may either be sent over the RF channel or inferred. Inference of the counter 
is preferred in the connection-oriented case to save bandwidth. 
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This CMA communication procedure is identical to the CMA communication procedure 
described in the previous section. 
 
3.3.1.3 Air-Ground Communications for Other Applications 
 
Application communications proceed in the same way no matter which of CM-logon or 
initial CM-update have been performed by U and V. This section describes an example of 
an air-initiated air-ground application communications subsequent to CM-logon or initial 
CM-update. Ground-initiated application communications are similar. 
 
Subsequent to CM-logon or initial CM-update when another application APP is invoked, 
the aircraft application entity Y and the appropriate ground application entity W calculate 
a session key MacKeyY,W which they can use to secure the application session. 
 
The session key MacKeyY,W is computed by the aircraft application entity as follows. 
 
1. The aircraft application entity retrieves from the aircraft CMA entity the aircraft 

CMA entity’s private key agreement key ds,U, the ground application entity’s 
public key Qs,W which the aircraft CMA entity obtained from the ground CMA 
entity, and the shared public value XU,V agreed by the aircraft CMA entity and the 
ground CMA entity during the initial CMA exchange (CM-logon or initial CM-
update). 

 
2. The aircraft application entity calculates the application session key MacKeyY,W. 

To do this it first computes the shared secret value ZU,W from the x-coordinate of 
the point ds,UQ s,W using the aircraft CMA entity’s private key agreement key ds,U 
as specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. It then computes the 80-bit MacKeyY,W using the 
SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key derivation function from the shared secret value 
ZU,W, the single octet 0116, the shared public value XU,V, the aircraft application 
entity’s identity Y (i.e., Y’s APP AE-title), and the ground application entity’s 
identity W (i.e., W’s APP AE-title) as: 

 
MacKeyY,W = KDF (ZU,W; 80; 0116 || XU,V || Y || W) 
 

Including XU,V in the key derivation process ensures the session key MacKeyY,W is 
unique to this CMA session. Including Y and W ensures that the session key is 
specific to an APP session between Y and W. 
 
This calculation employs the static unified model key agreement scheme specified 
in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2].19 
 

The session key MacKeyY,W is computed by the ground application entity as follows. 

                                                 
19 Note that inclusion of the ground application entity’s identity W in the key derivation procedure ensures 
that the session key is unique to a particular ground application location within the CM domain even if 
application locations are sharing a single key pair. This is desirable because it removes the potential need to 
synchronize a counter across ground application locations to prevent replays. 
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1. The ground application entity retrieves a certificate path from its State CA’s 

public key to the aircraft CMA entity U’s public key agreement key along with 
any associated CRLs using its Certificate Delivery Service. It may also retrieve a 
certificate path from its State CA’s public key to its ground CMA entity V’s 
public signing key and any associated CRLs using its Certificate Delivery 
Service. It checks the certificate paths and CRLs20. It retrieves the aircraft CMA 
entity’s key agreement public key Qs,U and if appropriate the ground CMA 
entity’s signing public key Qsig,V. 

 
These calculations employ the ECDSA verification transformation specified in 
Section 5.9.2 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
2. The ground application entity retrieves from the ground CMA entity the shared 

public value XU,V agreed by the aircraft CMA entity and the ground CMA entity 
during the initial CM exchange (CM-logon or initial CM-update). The ground 
application entity should receive an assurance that XU,V is both authentic and 
fresh. These assurances may be obtained by having the ground CMA entity send 
the ground application entity XU,V, a time field TimeV indicating the current time, 
and its signature sV on TimeV || XU,V: 

 
sV = Sign ( dsig,V; TimeV || XU,V ) 
 

Signing the XU,V value achieves authenticity and ensures the ground application 
entity that it really was generated by the ground CMA entity and the aircraft CMA 
entity (otherwise an active adversary on the ground network could substitute a 
fake value XU,V’ for XU,V). Including a time field in the signed message ensures 
freshness and prevents an adversary replaying an old shared public value. When 
the ground application entity receives the XU,V value from the ground CMA entity, 
it should check the time field and the signature before accepting the validity of the 
XU,V value. 
 
These calculations employ the ECDSA signing transformation and the ECDSA 
verifying transformation specified in Section 5.9 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
3. The ground application entity calculates the application session key MacKeyY,W. 

To do this it first computes the shared secret value ZU,W from the x-coordinate of 
the point ds,WQs,U using the ground application entity’s private key agreement key 
ds,W as specified in ANSI X9.63 [2]. It then computes the 80-bit MacKeyY,W using 
the SHA-1 based ANSI X9.63 key derivation function from the shared secret 
value ZU,W, the single octet 0116, the shared public value XU,V, the aircraft 
application entity’s identity Y (i.e., Y’s APP AE-title), and the ground application 
entity’s identity W (i.e., W’s APP AE-title) as: 

 
                                                 
20 Note that the certificates and CRLs may be cached for the duration of their validity periods to improve 
efficiency. 
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MacKeyY,W = KDF (ZU,W; 80; 0116 || XU,V || Y || W) 
 

The mathematical properties of elliptic curves ensure that the aircraft and the 
ground application compute the same session key MacKeyY,W. 
 
This calculation employs the static unified model key agreement scheme specified 
in Section 6.3 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 

 
This application session key calculation procedure is based on the elliptic curve Diffie-
Hellman key agreement scheme which is specified in the international standards ISO/IEC 
11770-3 [10], ISO/IEC 15946-3 [12], and IEEE P1363 [6], the US standard ANSI X9.63 
[2], and the industry standard SEC 1 [15]. 
 
When the ground application entity and the aircraft application entity wish to exchange a 
data item Data4, such as a D-Start or D-Data item, the sender, say W, authenticates the 
data item by MACing it using the application session key MacKeyY,W as follows: 

 
MAC (MacKeyY,W; W || Y || CountW,Y || Data4 ) 
 

W is the sender’s identity and Y is the intended recipient’s identity. Inclusion of the 
sender’s identity and the recipient’s identity enables detection of attacks in which an 
adversary bounces a data item sent by the aircraft or ground back to its sender. CountW,Y 
is a 16-bit counter indicating the number of data items sent over the RF channel by W 
secured under MacKeyY,W during this CMA session. Inclusion of the counter enables 
detection of attacks in which an adversary replays a previously sent data item.21 
 
The data item Data4 is then sent over the RF channel along with the MAC value 
calculated on it22. This ensures the authenticity of Data4. 
 
This application communication procedure is based on the HMAC scheme which is 
specified in the international standard IETF RFC 2104 [8], and the US standard ANSI 
X9.71 [3]. 
 
3.3.2 Secure Ground-Ground Communications 
 
This section describes how interdomain ground-ground communications (e.g. CM-
forward or CPDLC-forward or any ADS and FIS ground-ground communications) are 
secured. 
 

                                                 
21 Note that when the aircraft sends a message the source field will contain Y, the recipient field will contain 
W, and the counter field will contain the other counter CountY,W. 
22 Note that as before the counter may either be sent along with secured messages, or may be inferred from 
previous communications. Inference of the counter is preferred in the connection-oriented case in order to 
save bandwidth. 
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The solution proceeds as follows. When one ground application entity, say V1, and 
another ground application entity, say V2, want to exchange a data item Data5, V1 signs 
the data item using its private signing key dsig,V1 as: 
 

sV1 = Sign (dsig,V1; V1 || V2 || TimeV1 || Data5 ) 
 
V1 is the sender’s identity, V2 is the recipient’s identity, and TimeV1 is the current time. 
Inclusion of the sender’s identity and the recipient’s identity prevent attacks in which an 
attacker redirects a message sent by V1 to V2 to another entity V3. Inclusion of the time 
field prevents attacks in which an attacker replays a previous message. 
 
V1 then sends Data5 to V2 along with sV1 and TimeV1. 
 
When V2 receives Data5, sV1 and TimeV1, it obtains a certificate path from its State CA’s 
public key to V1’s public signing key and the associated CRLs23. It checks the certificate 
path. It retrieves V1’s signing public key from V1’s signature key certificate. It verifies the 
signature sV1 and checks TimeV1 corresponds to the current time. 
 
This ground-ground communications security solution uses the ECDSA signing and 
verifying transformations described in Section 5.9 of ANSI X9.63 [2]. 
 

                                                 
23 V2 may retrieve the certificate path and CRLs either by obtaining them from V1 along with Data5, or 
using its Certificate Delivery Service, or using a combination of the two methods. 
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4 Summary 
 
This paper has presented the cryptographic details of the current ATN application 
security solution. The solution is designed to minimize use of valuable RF bandwidth 
while addressing the security needs of ATN. The solution is based on international 
standards. 
 
This paper is designed to facilitate analysis of the ATN application security solution both 
inside and outside the aeronautics industry, and to form a sound basis for the ongoing 
development of more detailed specifications based on the solution. 
 
It is intended that going forward this description will form part of the guidance material 
for SARPs SV 8. Before then, as SV 8 is completed, the notation used will be updated to 
conform with SV 8, references to the relevant sections in SV 8 will be added, and 
descriptions of the threats being mitigated at each stage will be provided. 
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